
THE WAR OF 3039



Welcome to Crow Industries and FactoruM’s next 
Battletech gaming event as we work our way 
through the battletech timeline!

This is a primarily narrative event, open to new and 
veteran players alike. 

Players will be dropped into one of two opposing 
forces to wage a series of narratively linked games. 
Throughout the weekend players will need to 
manage their mechs for damage as well as 
appropriate selection for the mission at hand.

As stated above this is intended to be a narratively 
driven and thus more light hearted/less competitive 
event. Although mechwarriors are known for being 
glory hogs, any players doing so at the expense of 
their opponent’s enjoyment of the weekend will be 
‘punished’ in a suitable narrative manner….you have 
been warned…..

In addition, some attendees will be newer to the 
game than others so please be patient.

There will be no ‘podium prizes’ for this event as 
the focus will be on the team that completes their 
objectives and distinguishes themselves as 
mechwarriors in the service of one of the factions 
in the narrative.

INTRODUCTION



THE WAR OF 3039

LYRAN SPACE

FWL SPACE

The year is 3039. The powerhouse that is the 
Federated Commonwealth (made up of Houses 
Steiner and Davion) have set their sights on the 
Draconis Combine as their next target to expand 
their already vast holdings.

The Combine however are more prepared for the 
offensive than the Fedcom forces are aware.

We enter the conflict sometime into the war as both
sides find themselves at something of a stalemate. 
Eagerly looking to take back the advantage the 
Combine and Fedcom leadership seek the 
assistance of mercenary units.

House units and mercenaries alike prepared 
themselves for a renewed offensive to either repel 
the Fedcom invaders or seize territory from the 
Combine.

There is plenty of honour and C-Bills to be earned 
for a talented mech commander regardless of their 
allegiance. 



Date: 26 February 2022
Location: FactoruM
Times:

-Saturday-
Registration 9.00-9.30
Introduction 9.30-9.45
Game 1 9.45-12.00
Lunch 12.00-1.00
Game 2 1.00-2.15
Game 3 2.30-5.00

-Sunday-
Arrival 10.00-10.30
Game 4 10.30-12.00
Lunch 12.00-1.00
Game 5 1.00-2.30
Conclusion 3.00

You will need:

-Mech miniatures

-Record sheets and a way to mark them
(we recommend putting them in polypockets and using a dry wipe marker)

-Tape measure

-Dice 
(ideally a few in different colours for marking movement speeds as shown 
later in this pack) 

-Rulebook

-A pen

OVERVIEW

Venue information:
Unit 35/36 Deveril Rd Trading EST, BA127BZ Warminster

Refreshments are available on site as well as a range of gaming 
products.

For any question concerning the venue please use:
01985840038
floris@tymeagain.co.uk



Your force represents a mercenary mech company appropriate to 
the era.
As such your force must consist only of battlemechs and only of 
mechs generally available to mercenary forces of the year 3039 (if in 
doubt check ‘Sarna’ or contact the TO) No custom mechs are allowed.
All pilots will be set at pilot skill 5 and gunnery skill of 4 throughout 
the weekend.
Your force must consist of two lances:

Lance A:
Must consist of 4 mechs with a total BV of no more than 
3500

Lance B:
Must consist of between 2 and 4 mechs with a total BV of 
no more than 4500

Example force:

Lance A (BV total: 3470)

Lance B (BV total: 4462)

Please submit your force list via email prior to the event for 
checking. This is not just to check they are era appropriate but 
also to balance teams prior to the event. You may be asked to 
alter selections in the interest of balance however this will be 
done as far in advance as possible. Force lists should be 
submitted by 12/2/22 to: 

crowindustries@hotmail.co.uk
There will be penalties for late submissions

FORCE COMPOSITION 

All BV (battle values) can be found on Sarna, in addition we will be using BV2

Locust LCT-1V Panther PNT-9R Ostroc OSR-2C

BV 432 BV 769 BV 1228 BV 1041

Hunchback HBK-4G

Atlas AS7-D Banshee BNC-3E

BV 1897 BV 1422

Crab CRB-20

BV 1143



Damage sustained by mechs is culminative between rounds. To 
represent this, any section on a mech’s record sheet that is 
completely marked out by damage is assumed irredeemable. 
However a section that even has a few boxes remaining should 
be returned to full effect (including critical damage), e.g.

POST GAME DAMAGE REPAIRED DAMAGE

This is to represent the quick and limited repairs undertaken by 
your mech techs between rounds (the unsung heroes of the 
setting).
This should all be recorded on the ‘Mech status sheet’ at the 
end of each round.

In addition, a crippled mech (destroyed gyro/engine/pilot) may 
only be recovered if the controlling player did not withdraw 
from the game. This would represent them abandoning 
repairable equipment. In a situation like this check with a TO.

CAMPAIGN RULES
At the beginning of the event players will decide whether they 
will be playing as Draconis Combine, Federate Commonwealth 
or mercenary forces. On the start of the first day both house 
teams will bid for the services of the mercenary players to 
decide teams for the event. 

At the beginning of each round, missions will be assigned to 
each team. These should be kept secret from players of the 
opposing team (you may have different goals).

As well as identifying your objectives the mission will also 
outline your mech availability. 
For example:

‘up to 2 mechs from lance A and up to 1 from lance B’

It is up to you to select the best mechs for the mission before 
you.

Players will each be assigned a table number to play their 
game.

Upon completing the mission players should complete their 
‘Mech status sheet’ (see next page) and fill in the box for that 
mission as described on the mission sheet.
This should then be given to a TO to update the main scores. 
These sheets will be returned to you for the next round.

INTERNAL DAMAGE INTERNAL DAMAGE



At registration each player will be given a Mech status 
sheet. This is to keep track of the overall status of your 
mechs throughout the campaign. Players should mark off 
damaged and destroyed sections of their mech following 
each mission as described on the previous page.

The reverse of the sheet is also to note down information 
following each game. Once a player has updated their 
sheet at the end of a mission they should hand this sheet 
in to the TO who can update the overall scores. The sheet 
will then be returned to the player before the next round.

Example of a marked sheet:

MECH STATUS SHEET

MECH:

PILOT:

Ammunition:

‘Scrombles’

Shadowhawk

AC5 50 38



We will be using the following streamlined version of playing 
battletech without a hex matt:
DEPLOYMENT:
To deploy, both players roll a D6, the player who scores the highest 
must deploy their heaviest mech (tonnage) within 8 inches of their 
board edge (unless the mission dictates an alternate deployment 
zone). This is alternated back and fore until both players have 
deployed all their mechs.

MOVEMENT:
All measurements are taken using inches for range and movement.

TURNING:
To work out a turn it is recommended that players place a die on the 
front edge of their mech’s base to use as a reference to determine 
how far they have turned, e.g.

Note: you do not have to complete a full turn however a partial turn 
still uses 1 point of movement.

LINE OF SIGHT:
Line of sight is taken from the miniature (effectively true line of 
sight). If 50% or more of the mech is obscured they receive partial 
cover. In addition, a model within less than 3 inches of the edge of 
wooded terrain receives partial cover while a model further than 3 
inches of the edge can not be seen at all.

MARKING MOVEMENT:
There are lots of ways to mark movement to make gameplay faster. 
We will be recommending the use of coloured dice placed behind a 
mech once it has completed it’s move.

White = Walking
Red = Running
Black = Jumping

TERRAIN:
All buildings and similar terrain will be considered solid obstacles 
and can not be moved through OR on top of.

GAMING WITHOUT HEX MATTS



-Heat table-

Walking +1 per turn
Running +2 per turn
Jumping +1 per hex (min of 3)
Stand attempt +1 per attempt
Weapons fire per weapon (on record sheet)
One engine hit +5 per turn
Two engine hits +10 per turn

-Hit locations-

-Attack modifiers-

-Cluster table- Weapon size

QUICK REFERANCE SHEET
Attackers move Targets move Range Cover

Stationary    +0 0-2 inches     +0 Short       +0 Partial cover +1

Walked         +1 3-4 inches     +1 Medium   +2

Ran              +2 5-6 inches     +2 Long        +4

Jumped        +3 7-9 inches     +3

10-17 inches  +4

(Jumped +1)

2D6 Left side Front/Rear Right side

2 Left torso (Crit) Centre torso (Crit) Right torso (Crit)

3 Left leg Right arm Right leg

4 Left arm Right arm Right arm

5 Left arm Right leg Right arm

6 Left leg Right torso Right leg

7 Left torso Centre torso Right torso

8 Centre torso Left torso Centre torso

9 Right torso Left leg Left torso

10 Right arm Left arm Left arm

11 Right leg Left arm Left leg

12 Head Head Head

2D6 2 4 5 6 10 15 20

2 1 1 1 2 3 5 6

3 1 2 2 2 3 5 6

4 1 2 2 3 4 6 9

5 1 2 3 3 6 9 12

6 1 2 3 4 6 9 12

7 1 3 3 4 6 9 12

8 2 3 3 4 6 9 12

9 2 3 4 5 8 12 16

10 2 3 4 5 8 12 16

11 2 4 5 6 10 15 20

12 2 4 5 6 10 15 20



MECH STATUS SHEET
MECH:

PILOT:
Ammunition:

MECH:

PILOT:
Ammunition:

MECH:

PILOT:
Ammunition:

MECH:

PILOT:
Ammunition:

MECH:

PILOT:
Ammunition:

MECH:

PILOT:
Ammunition:

MECH:

PILOT:
Ammunition:

MECH:

PILOT:
Ammunition:

LANCE A

LANCE B



MECH STATUS SHEET

Mission 1:

Win/Loss

Mechs lost

Enemy mechs destroyed

Mission objective:
(If additional information is required 
from the mission rules)

Players Name: Unit Name:                                            Allegiance:  Fedcom / Combine

Mission 2:

Win/Loss

Mechs lost

Enemy mechs destroyed

Mission objective:
(If additional information is required 
from the mission rules)

Mission 3:

Win/Loss

Mechs lost

Enemy mechs destroyed

Mission objective:
(If additional information is required 
from the mission rules)

Mission 4:

Win/Loss

Mechs lost

Enemy mechs destroyed

Mission objective:
(If additional information is required 
from the mission rules)

Mission 5:

Win/Loss

Mechs lost

Enemy mechs destroyed

Mission objective:
(If additional information is required 
from the mission rules)



‘’That’s right mech fans!
You wanted more durpy Urbie mayhem, you got it!
But this time we’ve added MORE VIOLANCE!' 

-Duncan Fisher, Solaris 7, 3039

As optional evening entertainment for our 
Battletech event we will be hosting ‘Urbie-Durby 2’. 
Each player brings a single urbanmech into the 
arena, only one will leave intact and also be 
crowned the ‘Trash fire champion’!

To take part you will need:
-1 UM-R60 Urbanmech
-1 UM-R60 Urbanmech record sheet
-Dice/ruler/pen to mark record sheet
-The stomach to handle the possibility of 
both winning yet also still owning an 
Urbanmech!!!

URBIE-DURBY 2 PROJECT
TRASH FIRE


